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Abstract 

Statue measurement plays an important role in Tibetan Buddhism art, while Statue 
Measurement Scripture provides professional techniques about figure measurement for 
Buddhism. Starting with this classic, the article analyzes the ancient statue measurement, 
employs a special measurement in this classic, namely taking the size of a body part as a 
“model” to explore the measurement of character face. According to the real example of 
works created by Zhang Yuting, the second generation of Clay Figurine Zhang, this article 
constructs a character face measurement system to create measurement proportion 
range, and discusses the limitation and adaption of measurement in style. Hope the 
character face measurement of this article will benefit a multilevel in-depth 
understanding of face style features in traditional Chinese statues and paintings. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the fields of statues and painting, sculpt plays vital role in art. Although Statues Art has a 
long history, among its relevant researches including multiple historical essays and aesthetics 
views, there are few practical guiding summaries on art creation, which is essential in 
understanding formative of ancient figures. For that reason, based on the analysis on classical 
methods of statues in Buddhist Sculpture Art, this paper further discusses the measuring 
methods of figures and builds a measuring system by using examples. This system contributes 
to new understandings and researches on ancient statues and faces of figure painting in many 
ways.  

2. BUDDHIST SCULPTURE ART AND ITS MEASURING METHODS 

The General Catalogue of Tibetan Canon in Beijing, Tibetan version, includes Buddhist 
Sculpture Art, The Explanation For Buddha's Manual of Sculptural dimensions, Shenyingxiang 
Liangxiang and Huaxiang which are well-known as “three sculptures and one explanation”. The 
four works has built Tibetan Buddhist statues in systematic and theoretical ways. It is a classic 
with dual functions of art and religion. Its continuation and inheritance is the aesthetic and 
religious nature of Tibetan Buddhist statues and Tibetan Buddhist art. which is a classic with 
the dual functions of art and religion. Its continuation and inheritance are important for Tibetan 
Buddhist statues. The aesthetic and religious nature of Tibetan Buddhist art are thus 
established. 

Buddhist Sculpture Art, Chinese version, was translated by Mgon-po-skyabs from a 
Mongolian town, Wuzhumuqinqi, to standardize Buddhist statues of central plain in Qing 
Dynasty Qianlong seventh year (1742). When translating it, he added his own understanding 
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about Buddhist statues. He also wrote three parts, Introduction, Explanation, and Continuation 
for Buddhist Sculpture Art referred to other relevant works on statues measurement. This 
paper is based on the study of Jinling Scripture-Carving Workshop at Nanjing of Jiangsu,2017 
print edition. 

Buddhist Sculpture Art has its own special measurement units including Mai, Zu, Zhi, Jie, Zhou, 
Xun. Each of them can be converted to another, 2 Mai = Zu, 4 Zu = Zhi, 12 Zhi = Jie, 2 Jie = Zhou, 
4 Zhou = 1 Xun. Zhi and Jie are used most often among the six units. Zhi is the horizontal width 
of the middle finger, and Jie is the distance between the fingertip of the thumb and the fingertip 
of the middle finger when hands are open. 

According to Buddhist Sculpture Art, descriptions on measurement for the faces of Buddhist 
statues such as “The Buddha's face is 12 and a half Zhi long. From hairline to the chin, there are 
three parts, the forehead which is from the hairline to the center of white brow, the nose, and 
the chin, which is from the base of the nose to the chin”,“Upper lips are 2 Zhi wide and 1 Zhi 
thick”,“Nose is 2 Zhi wide. nose tip is one and a half Zhi high”,“The open space between the eyes 
is eight Zu (two Zhi)wide. And the eyes are four Zhi long.”and so on. From which we can draw 
the conclusion that by using the special measurement units, the Buddha's face is precisely 
divided. Then a clear sculpture of the detailed scale of the Buddha's face can be built.  

Other statues, besides Buddha, all regard this measurement method as a standard. The 
classical method is attractive and centered for it. The units take the size of a certain part of the 
human body as the "modulus" establishing a modeling design method,, which also maintain the 
inner power to accurately carry out the art of Buddha statues. 

3. FACIAL MEASUREMENT METHOD AND THE EXAMPLE OF CLAY FIGURE 
ZHANG 

3.1. Facial Measurement Method 

While Buddhist Sculpture Art establishes the special measurement units of “Mai, Zu, Zhi, Jie, 
Zhou, Xun”, The basic unit used in this paper is the height of the “Yan”, a person’s eye as the 
measurement standard (the measurement unit is one eye). The measurement data system for 
faces is shaped from the straight line distance from the brow arch to the lower eyeline, used as 
a fixed value to divide the face length (from the top of the head to the edge of the chin). For 
following parts, the writer will analyze in details and draw conclusions for the Tianjin Clay 
Figure Zhang and one work of Yuting Zhang, the second-generation.Fig.1. 

 

 
Figure 1. The Lady Viewing A Book 
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3.2. The Example of Clay Figure Zhang 

As shown in Fig. 2,the first step is to draw the head of the figure on the front and front side. 
Furthermore, to form the overall measurement database of faces, “Yan”, the height of an eye, is 
used as the measurement unit “one Yan”and “four Yan”, the straight-line distance from the brow 
arch to the lower lash line, is used as a fixed value to divide the face length (the top of the head 
to the edge of the chin) and the face width. Detailed analysis of facial proportions can be made 
then by data center of measurement.  

 
Figure 2. Facial measurement picture 

 

(1) Start with the drawing of a ball as the skull. (2) Choose the horizontal 1/2 line of the ball 
as the brow arch, and the vertical 1/2 line to even the face. (3) Add another 1/2 ball around the 
chin. The chin margin slightly higher than half the ball. (4) Divide 1/2 of the facial ball into three 
equal parts. Its bottom 1/3 is the upper eyeliner. (5) The height of the eye is used as the 
measurement standard (the unit of measurement is one Yan) (6)Measure the length (from the 
top of the head to the edge of the chin) and face width with the four Yan as the fixed value, from 
the brow arch to the lower eyeline. The face length is about six sets of fixed values, about twenty-
four Yan; The face width is about four sets of fixed values, about eighteen eyes. (7) The distance 
between both eyebrows are about three and a half Yan wide. At both beginning point of the 
eyebrows shapes like a willow leaf. The eyebrows are high in the middle, and about five Yan 
long. (8) The eyes are rectangular and four eyes long; The open space between the two eyes is 
about four Yan wide; the corner of the eye is about three Yan away from the brow. At the end of 
the eye, it moderately turns upwards. The end of the eye is higher than the corner of the eye, the 
inner corner of the eye is facing down (9) Place the nose lower at the bottom of the ball. The 
nose is about three Yan wide and about two Yan high. (11) The length from he base of the lips 
to the edge of the chin is three and half Yan. The chin is plump and round. (12) Draw a horizontal 
line at the center of the eyes. the distance to the chin is slightly larger than the distance to the 
top of the head. 

4. THW “CONSTRAINT” AND “FLEXIBILITY” OF MEASUREMENT 

It is not reasonable to view measurement as a way that is stylized, stereotyped, even to 
restrict the imagination and innovation of creators. The establishment of Buddhist Sculpture 
Art stands for the sanctity of the religion. Only with strict measurement method can statues be 
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standardized, which then contributes more to publicizing and promoting Buddha dharma, its 
doctrine and wider religious services. Although there are clear stipulations of measurement for 
statues in the classical works, when creating a Buddhist statue, it is can be changed to a proper 
degree. 

The process of Buddhist statues in China is gradually localized from foreign Indian statues, 
such as Yungang Buddhas, which are composed of the Indian style (Southern System) and the 
Chinese style (Northern System). “the Indian style is relatively rigid. The artisans seemed to try 
to imitate the standard models in Buddhist art.”“The Chinese Buddhism is slender. The weak is 
simple and solemn. The good is delighted and free. The highest scores in art are achieved.”[1] It 
can be seen that the Indian style simply imitates, whose artistic value is rather low. On the 
contrary, the Chinese style made a new attempt after integrating a lot of imitating experience 
and aesthetics of the Han nationality. There are still plenty examples to say and it must be 
admitted that the "constraints" and "flexibility" of measurement are complementary to the 
other. The purpose of the facial measurement method of figures introduced in the previous 
article is to allow artists carry out a second personalized creation based on a better grasp for 
the experience of the predecessors. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The unique measurement standards are vital for solemnity and ingenuity of Tibetan Buddhist 
statues. The strictness is the key to its continuity and inheritance. Establishing the facial 
measurement method of figures gives a direct feeling and an opportunity to learn from 
predecessors. At the same time, large analysis of the faces in a certain period is helpful to draw 
the rule of overall facial modeling and form visual impression. Whether it is a Buddhist statue 
or a reference facial measurement system, it needs to be adpated flexibly while carefully 
following the measurement norms. 
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